
Nº Bedrooms: 7 Nº Bathrooms: 6 Nº People: 14 Parking M² built: 300 m² Wifi ski-in/ski-out Fireplace
Jacuzzi Sauna Mountain view Air conditioning BBQ Dishwasher TV Washing machine
Gym/Fitness Ski Room

Skiing/Snowboarding Cross country skiing Hiking Mountain-Biking Riding

Activities in resort

The chalet is situated in the neighbourhood of Musillon at the entrance of Meribel Centre and is a true mountain chalet decorated in a genuine rustic style. The outdoor architecture as the indoor's is very
traditional, old wood covers the outside and the inside is typical of an authentic Savoyard chalet.

The traditional mountain chalet, decorated in true Savoyard style is a warm, traditional chalet with high-end amenities which help modernize the chalet. Built on the slope, the entrance to the chalet is at the ground
floor and all living and recreation rooms are located in the lower levels.

There is a large lounge with a dining area occupying most of the floor -1. The large wooden and stone fireplace, bulky red fabric sofas and many decorative items made from antlers give this mountain chalet its
special warm ambiance. The large rectangular table in dark wood in the dining room promises to its occupants beautiful moments of conviviality in the chalet.

Enjoy spacious living areas and numerous high-end fittings offered by the chalet. This mountain chalet welcomes up to 14 people in its 7 bedrooms. The two exclusive rooms of the chalet are undoubtedly the
magnificent master bedroom with a bathroom en-suite, dressing room and private balcony on the top floor and the relaxation room with its table football, fitness room, hammam and jacuzzi.

The chalet is situated in the neighbourhood of Musillon
France, Méribel

chalet - REF: TGS-A3226



With family or friends, you will love this beautiful mountain chalet near the resort centre. Its architecture, its authentic decor and modern amenities are the promise of well-earned relaxation after beautiful days
carving on the largest skiing area in the world. 
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